Motion Math Doubles Revenue
Conversion Rate with Help from
Apsalar’s ApScience™ Analytics

Using Apsalar’s ApScience™ Analytics, Motion Math was able to double its revenue
conversion rate from 2.1% to 4.3%. Additionally, the team was able to increase
engagement (measured by median session length) by 8%.
As a mobile math gaming company, Motion Math’s primary objective is to provide joyful,
engaging, learning applications in a distributed, dynamic environment. Games include
Motion Math, Motion Math Zoom, Motion Math: Hungry Fish, and Motion Math: Wings, all
of which have cumulatively received over one million downloads and are extremely popular
with parents and children alike.
Want to know how they did it? Read on to learn about 3 analytics best practices Motion
Math has employed, using the Apsalar platform:

Best Practice #1: Use Conversion Funnels
Apsalar provides us with
critical tools for revealing both
effective and underperforming
aspects of our games, as well
as opportunities for improving
the user experience. These
include dashboard views to
monitor high-level trends,
Cohort and Funnel Analyses to
understand the impact of our
design decisions on upgrades
and retention, and raw event
data for diving into questions
around player performance
and progression over time.
-Coram Bryant
Head of Learning Analytics,
Motion Math

Apsalar’s funnel analytics were essential in helping Motion Math
double their conversion rate on upgrades from the free version of
Hungry Fish to the premium version.
To do so, Motion Math designed a split-treatment experiment
around the rate of showing in-app upgrade menus to explore
which rates encourage and discourage upgrade conversions.
They then used Apsalar funnels to track conversion rates across
these user segments, which revealed a significantly higher rate of
conversion for one of the treatment segments relative to the other.
After moving all users to the favorable treatment, Motion Math’s
freemium upgrade conversion rate doubled from approximately
2.1% to 4.3%.
Tips for Developers: Create segments in ApScience™ to perform split-treatment experiments around a metric of interest (e.g.
revenue, session length, etc.), which can then be measured with
funnel analysis. Determine in advance the minimum effect size that
would be actionable, as well as the number of samples you will
need to ensure statistical power before acting upon the results.
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Funnel Analysis: Upgrade Funnel Conversion for Upgrade Treatment A

Funnel Analysis: Upgrade Funnel Conversion for Upgrade Treatment B

In addition, try to approach a single metric
from multiple angles to gain deeper
insights. For example, in addition to
tracking ARPU (Average Revenue Per
User), record ACPU (Average Conversions
Per User), AMPU (Average upgrade Menus
seen Per User), and ACPM (Average
Conversions Per upgrade Menu) to gain a
comprehensive picture of upgrade events.

Best Practice #2: Use Cohort Analysis
Using the cohort analysis feature in ApScience™, Motion Math was able to understand initial
daily user engagement and optimize for in-app upgrades in their newest game Motion Math:
Wings during the critical launch period.
Through the analysis, Motion Math determined that the majority of their in-application upgrades
occurred within the first or second day of installation. This data informed the design of the initial
application experience of Motion Math: Wings, which provides an immediately engaging experience to
encourage upgrades during this critical time in the app lifecycle.
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Cohort Analysis: Upgrade Result Frequency with respect to First Use.
Motion Math depends on Apsalar to not only validate hypotheses, but
to reveal unfounded assumptions, as well. At one point, they anticipated that differences in reward schedules would significantly impact
engagement indicators for Hungry Fish. However, a cohort analysis
revealed no effective difference in retention with respect to the reward
schedule. This newfound knowledge about user engagement
encouraged Motion Math to consider other factors that might contribute
to long-term retention and engagement in upcoming games.

By having a goal/question in mind prior to any analytics tracking, Motion Math was able to double
the rate of their experimentation cycle. Apsalar’s Customer Development and Success team
worked with Motion Math to define key questions around retention, engagement and monetization.
They then put tracking in place to obtain these answers, which were then used to optimize followup questions for testing on an ongoing basis.
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Want to use Apsalar to increase your user engagement and conversions?

contactus@apsalar.com

